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Botswana
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South Africa
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Example Trips
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When To Go
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Wildlife
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Holiday Types








	
Luxury Lodges

	
Safari & Beach

	
Walking Safaris
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Birdwatching Safaris
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Our Story
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Why Choose YZ?
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Your First Safari
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How much does a safari cost?
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Change Location



Select your country below for local telephone numbers and guide prices
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Book with confidence. Find out more
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Life at Yellow Zebra



Call an expert   +18889780956
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Why join the Herd?




Yellow Zebra is built on the knowledge, skills, and passion of the people who work here. As a growing company, we’re always looking for the right people to join our team! Do you want to be part of the fastest-expanding safari company in the UK?










1. Our vision
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From its creation, it was always determined that Yellow Zebra would aim to be one of the best safari companies in the industry. Having only just approached its 10-year anniversary, YZ has already been recognised as Europe’s Leading Safari Tour Operator at the World Travel Awards for nine years in a row.

The key to our success is our staff. Our sales approach is unlike that of many other companies, as our team is encouraged to design safaris that they would go on themselves, rather than put together trips that provide the biggest commissions. What is more, all of our safari consultants are also professional safari guides, camp managers, and/or people who were born and raised in Africa.


















 














2. A great working environment 
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YZ offers a fantastic working environment in an open-plan office in the heart of Kingston upon Thames, with views over the market square. It’s just 20 minutes by train from London Waterloo.

There’s music, staff parties, and monthly social events, and everyone can take part as much or as little as suits them.

The Summer party in 2022 saw the entire team sail across the Thames to celebrate YZ's 10-year anniversary!
















 














3. Other reasons to join...
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	Learn from some of the most experienced professionals in the travel business
	Work for a company that is responsible, conservation focused, transparent, and honest
	Love your job and grow with the company! (YZ staff don’t seem to leave – that’s proof in itself of a great working environment)
	Work in a non-pressurised environment – this is a major difference between YZ and our competition
	Accrue extra annual leave for years worked at YZ

















 






















''It is incredibly important that our staff see a career in working for the company. The simple goal is that we create a company that our team have no reason to leave.''
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Julian Carter Manning
 - Director & Founder
































 
















Latest YZ News
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Wild Dog Relocation and Research

YZ Malcolm had the most incredible experience when working as a bush pilot in Botswana. Here he retells the story of how he helped relocate nine wild dog pups.


By Malcolm |
02 February 2022
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Top 10 Eco-Properties in Africa

We fully embrace these properties for their efforts in becoming eco-friendly, and now we list our collection of favourite eco-camps and lodges below:


17 April 2018
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Africa's Big Five

A Big Five safari holiday to Africa will include sightings of lion, buffalo, leopard, elephant, and rhino! Here’s our guide to where you can see Africa’s Big Five on a safari:


31 March 2020













Current vacancies








Operations Executive





We are looking for a bright and proactive individual who has excellent administrative skills and a keen eye for detail to join our growing Operations team.

 

To apply, please send your details and CV to [email protected]




Salary: £28K - £35K depending on experience.
View full job description >>







Safari Specialist





We invest significantly in our safari specialists, guaranteeing them at least one trip to Africa every year. The trips are the best educationals we've seen in the industry; family and friends are encouraged to travel with our staff.  
Our sales approach is unlike that of many other companies, as our team focuses on selling trips that they would go on themselves rather than recommending safaris that would involve the most impressive commissions.

To apply, please send your details and CV to [email protected]




Salary: £26 - £35K plus bonus 
View full job description >>








 






















**Please note all positions advertised are based in our UK office. We don't offer fully remote working, but we are working towards a more hybrid model of office days and working from home.**



















Browsing from the US?

Visit our US website:
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Why Trust Yellow Zebra with your African Safari?







"Yellow Zebra are genuine specialists; they know the African bush like the back of their hand."

Brian Jackman, safari expert for The Sunday Times, The Telegraph, Condé Nast, and the BBC



























'Europe's Leading Safari Tour Operator' at the World Travel Awards

9 years in a row, since 2015
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"My wife and I had the opportunity to spend a full month in Tanzania in September/October 2023. Yellow Zebra staff were extremely helpful in assisting me to select the several different lodges and camps for an extensive experience throughout that wonderful country. I cannot imagine trying to mak..."




George & Susan
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"I contacted two safari companies regarding a safari to Kenya to take place in Jan 25. One of these I had used several times before (Let's call this particular company, company B). YZ Safaris replied by return and arranged for a phone call to further consult on exact requirements. These were discu..."




Phil Lewis
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"Our daughter and son in law used Yellow Zebra to plan their honeymoon and couldn't have been more pleased from the initial laying out of the trip through the entire experience. For us, working with Catherine to put the trip together was wonderful and she addressed our questions in a very timely..."




Louann Cummings
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"I would highly recommend yellow zebra for their professional, interactive & friendly approach. Kelly was superb in assessing our family’s wishes & making an itinerary that covered them. She offered choices at every level & I can’t wait to actually go on the safari."




D Singh
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"yellow Zebra made our safari trip in Tanzania outstanding - there were with us every step of the way, including during our trip with a dedicated whatsapp group, and the service they provided was exceptional from the first contact onwards. They made organising our trip so easy, and we wouldn't que..."




Luke Newham
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Receive news & offers from Yellow Zebra







First Name







Last Name







Country


Your country
UK
USA
Canada
Europe
Middle East
South America
Asia
Australasia
Africa









Email






















There was an error, please try again




Thank you for signing up to our newsletter

With summer offers, Christmas special availability and our expert ‘in-the-know’ advice, the YZ regular newsletters keep you up-to-date with the latest news from Safari Africa.
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Tried & Tested

	We have visited all the destinations we offer
	We use only the best suppliers and guides
	We offer unbiased opinions and honest advice





Accredited & Bonded

	Fully accredited and bonded under ATOL 10614
	Dedicated Medical Officer on the ground
	On standby 24 hours per day, 365 days per year





Passionate Experts

	Our consultants have lived and worked in Africa and have a real passion for what they do
	We offer fully bespoke and skilled itinerary design with a friendly and helpful approach





Our Guarantee

	Fair, consistent pricing
	No surprise credit card fees
	Skilled advice from real experts
	It’s that simple
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© Yellow Zebra Safaris
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